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Abstract. In the last years numerical simulation became a very important tool in solving engineering problems, due to 
its versatility in dealing with problems of different engineering’s areas. However, as problems grow in complexity, 
such a technique is limited by the current capability of the single-processor computers. This reason and the 
development of cluster of computers lead to a wide use of parallel computing for solving flow problems in very large 
domains or in detailed scales. The parallelization of a computer code requires, however, modifications in the serial 
algorithm in order to deal with the exchange of data among the processors, and such changes depend on the method 
used to solve the flow. In this paper a parallel algorithm employed to solve transient multiphase flows using the 
Volume-of-Fluid method (VOF) with Piecewise-Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC) reconstruction technique is 
presented. The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is obtained by using the PRessure Implicit Momentum Explicit 
(PRIME) method to treat the pressure-velocity coupling in a staggered arrangement of variables, while the 
parallelization is carried out using the Multiblock method and the MPI library. Three two-dimensional tests are 
carried out in order to assess the performance of the new algorithm: the broken dam with and without an obstacle and 
the rising bubble in a resting fluid. The objective of the first case is to test the capability of the parallel algorithm to 
propagate the pressure gradient to all sub-domains when the water arm, which is formed after water flows against the 
obstacle, reaches the opposite wall of the domain. Whilst the second test aims in assessing the computational time 
spent – as well as the speed-up factor – as a function of the number of processors employed when this algorithm is 
used. This is also the objective of the third test, at which the effects due to the interfacial tension are considered. All the 
numerical simulations were carried out by the supercomputer SGI Altix ICE 8200 of the Computational Fluid 
Dynamics Lab (SINMEC), at the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC). As shown by the results, the parallel 
algorithm proposed in this work is able to deal with complex flows such as the broken dam with an obstacle. It can 
also be verified that the employment of the proposed parallelization technique results in a significant economy of CPU 
time when more than one processor is used. As can be verified through the results, when the computational domain is 
divided into 16 sub-domains, the simulation is four times faster than the serial one for the rising bubble case. The 
results presented in this paper confirm that the proposed algorithm represents an alternative to expensive serial 
simulations of transient multiphase flows employing the VOF method.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

In the last years numerical simulation became a very important tool in solving engineering problems, due to its 
versatility in dealing with problems of different engineering’s areas. However, as problem grows in complexity, such a 
technique is limited by the current capability of the single-processor computers. This reason and the development of 
cluster of computers lead to a wide use of parallel computing for solving flow problems in very large domains or in 
detailed scales. 

The parallelization of a problem means to divide it into several sub-problems and to solve each of them in separated 
processors. Each process runs simultaneously to the others and some information, which is employed as boundary 
condition, is exchange among the processors. This is done in order to achieve the solution in less CPU time, that is, than 
that required in a serial procedure. 

There are several ways to parallelize a computer code. For instance, it can be done by parallelizing only the linear 
system solver or by subdividing the solution domain into sub-domains. Such strategy is called domain decomposition 
and it can be done in time or in space. Another possibility of parallelization is to employ the Multiblock method. This 
method is similar do the domain decomposition in space, however, in the Multiblock method, the geometry 
characteristics control the subdivision of the domain (Ferziger and Peric, 2002). 

In this paper a parallel algorithm employed to solve transient multiphase flows using the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) 
method (Hirt and Nichols, 1981) with Piecewise-Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC) reconstruction technique is 
presented (Malik and Bussmann, 2004; Kothe et al., 1996). The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is obtained by 
using the PRessure Implicit Momentum Explicit (PRIME) method to treat the pressure-velocity coupling in a staggered 
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arrangement of variables (Maliska, 2004), while the parallelization is carried out using the Multiblock method and the 
MPI library. 

Three two-dimensional tests are carried out in order to assess the performance of the new algorithm: the broken dam 
with and without an obstacle and the rising bubble in a resting fluid. The objective of the first case is to test the 
capability of the parallel algorithm to propagate the pressure gradient to all sub-domains when the water arm, which is 
formed after water flows against the obstacle, reaches the opposite wall of the domain. 

Whilst the second test aims in assessing the computational time spent – as well as the speed-up factor – as a function 
of the number of processors employed when this algorithm is used. This is also the objective of the third test, when the 
effects due to the interfacial tension are then considered. 
  
2. NUMERICAL MODEL 
 

The numerical simulations carried out considered two-dimensional transient flow of two fluids with different 
physical properties. Both the fluids are considered incompressible.  

As the interface between the fluids is well-defined, the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are solved for each phase. 
Since the fluids are different, the physical properties of the mixture (named the viscosity and the density of the fluid) are 
considered in the NS equations when assessing the flow in the interface region. Thus the governing equations of this 
flow are 

 

( )∂
+∇ ⋅ =kf

∂ kf 0u
t

 (1) 

 
which is the equation of continuity applied to both fluids, 
 

( )ρ ρ∂
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which is the equation of continuity for the mixture, and 
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which is the momentum equation. 
 In these equations fk denotes the volume fraction of the fluid k, u denotes the velocity vector u = (u,v), t represents 
time and p denotes pressure. The last two terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (3) correspond to the body forces and to 
the force due to the interfacial tension, respectively. The density and the dynamic viscosity of the mixture are denoted 
by ρ and μ, respectively. These physical properties are estimated by averaging each fluid property weighted by its 
volume fraction. Therefore for a two-phase flow: 
 
 ρ ρ ρ= +f1 1 2 2f   (4) 
 
 μ μ μ= +1 1 2 2f f  (5) 
 
where the subindexes denote the fluid. 
 In order to numerically solve the flow, i.e., to determine the fields of u, v, p, ρ and μ, the Finite Volume method 
(FVM) was applied to the governing equations, by dividing the domain into discrete volumes and integrating these 
equations over these volumes and over time intervals. The PRessure Implicit Momentum Explicit (PRIME) method was 
used to treat the pressure-velocity coupling problem.  
 
2.1. Interface tracking 
 
  Since a two-phase flow is simulated, an important task is to determine the position of the interface between the 
fluids. This is done by estimating the field of volume fractions through the solution of Eq. (1), which involves the 
assessment of the fluxes of f advected through the boundaries of the control volume. Among the several possibilities to 
evaluate these fluxes it can be mentioned the employment of an advection scheme or the application of an interface 
tracking technique such as the Volume-of-fluid (VOF) method, applied in this work. The main drawback of the 
advection scheme is that it provides a very diffuse interface, whose exact position cannot be determined. On the other 
hand the interface assessed by the VOF method is well-defined, when a good grid resolution is used, since a geometrical 
scheme is used to evaluate the advection fluxes of f. In this work this evaluation was carried out by employing the 
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Piecewise-Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC) technique, which approximates the interface by linear oriented-
segments. 
 
2.2. Interfacial tension effects 
 

When a volume method – like the VOF method – is employed to track the position of the interface, the treatment of 
the interfacial tension effects becomes a complex task, as these effects must be considered only at such a narrow region 
as is the interface between the fluids. 

In order to deal with this problem Brackbill and coworkers (1992) developed the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) 
model. In this model the force due to interfacial tension is included in the Navier-Stokes equations as a body force (Fsv), 
which acts in a limited region around the interface. This force is a product among the interfacial tension coefficient (σ), 
the curvature of the interface (κ), the unit vector normal to the interface ( n̂ ) and the Dirac Delta function (δ), given by: 
 

σκ δ=sv ˆF n   (6) 
 
As the vector normal to the interface is defined as the gradient of the volume fraction, it was evaluated by 

employing a finite difference approach in a 3x3-volumes stencil. The Dirac delta function was taken to be equal to 
∇ 1f . Therefore this force is estimated only at the volumes in the region around the interface and vanishes in the 

remaining volumes. 
In order to estimate the curvature of the interface the Height Function (HF) method was applied (Francois et al., 

2006). According to this method, for curvature estimation’s purposes only, the interface is approximated by a Height 
Function. And since the curvature is defined as the divergence of the unit vector normal to the interface, the curvature is 
expressed as 

 

( )
κ = −

+
3 / 22

x1 H
xxH

  (7) 

  
where H is the height function, and the subindexes denote differentiation. 
 
2.3. Parallelization 
 

In this work the parallelization is done by applying the Multiblock method. In this method the computational domain 
is divided into sub-domains (called partitions) and each of these partitions is assigned to a different processor. The 
solution of the flow is obtained simultaneously in each partition and since the flow in a sub-domain depends on the flow 
in the other ones, the values of the variables u, v and p are exchanged among them and act as boundary conditions in the 
neighbour partition.  

Therefore, for a domain which was divided into two partitions, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the values of uW, vW, and pW 
calculated in the partition 1 are informed to partition 2 and act as a Dirichlet boundary condition in this sub-domain. On 
the other side the values of uE, vE, and pE estimated by partition 2 are communicated to partition 1, working as boundary 
conditions in this sub-domain. 
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Figure 1. Example of the partition of a domain and data exchanged between the partitions. 
 

As can be seen is this figure there is a hatched area called Overlapped Region, where the boundary conditions of 
both partitions lie. The size of this area determines the amount of information exchanged by the sub-domains. In this 
work it was employed the minimal possible size of the overlapped region, that is two rows/columns. It was also decided 
to apply the parallelization process only to the solution of the fields of u, v and p. Since there is not a substantial 
reduction of the computational costs when the determination of the field of f is parallelized, this task is done in serial by 
the master processor. 

The algorithm of parallelized solution of the two-phase flow employing the PRIME method is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Algorithm for parallel simulations employing PRIME. 
 

All the numerical simulations were carried out by the supercomputer SGI Altix ICE 8200 of the Computational 
Fluid Dynamics Lab (SINMEC), at the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC). They were also performed by 
employing the MPI library (ANL, 2010; Barney, 2010). 

 
3. TESTS 

 
In order to analyze the performance of the parallel algorithm and to estimate the reduction in CPU time when a 

parallel simulation is carried out, three two-dimensional tests were performed: the broken dam case with and without an 
obstacle, and the rising bubble in a resting fluid. All the three cases are illustrated in Fig. 3.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. (a) Broken dam with obstacle, (b) Broken dam without obstacle, and (c) Rising bubble. 
 

Cartesian meshes were employed in all the numerical simulations.  
 

3.1. Broken Dam with an obstacle 
 

The objective of the this case is to test the capability of the parallel algorithm to propagate the pressure gradient to 
all sub-domains when the water arm, which is formed after water flows against the obstacle, reaches the opposite wall 
of the domain. Thus a coarse grid was employed. 
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Table 1 shows the values of the parameters employed in the numerical simulations. The interfacial tension effects 

were neglected in this case as well as in the simulations of the broken dam without an obstacle. 
 

Table 1. Values of the parameters (broken dam with an obstacle). 
 

Water density (kg/m³) 1000 
Water dynamic viscosity (Pa s) 8.55E-4 

Air density (kg/m³) 1.16 
Air dynamic viscosity (Pa s) 1.85E-5 

Time step (s) 1E-4 
Final simulation time (s) 1.25 

Convergence criterium for p (Pa) 1 
Convergence criterium for u and v (m/s) 1E-3 

Convergence criterium for f  1E-5 
Boundary Conditions Impermeable and no-slip walls 

Grid size 100 x 100 volumes 
Number of partitions(1) 2, 3 and 4 

  (1) : shown in Fig. 4. 
 

3.2. Broken Dam without an obstacle 
 
The second test aims in assessing the computational time spent – as well as the speed-up factor – as a function of the 

number of processors employed when the algorithm illustrated in Fig. 2 is used. In this test with exception of the final 
simulation time, the grid size and the number of partitions, all the remaining parameters are equal to those of the 
previous case (Tab. 1).  

All the simulations were performed up to 0.7 s in a 800 x 500 volumes grid. For the parallel simulations the domain 
was divided into 2, 4, 6 and 8 partitions, which are shown in Fig. 4. Besides the partitions for this test, Fig. 4 also shows 
the division of the domain for the previous case. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Partitions of the broken dam (a) with an obstacle, and (b) without an obstacle. 
 

3.3. Rising bubble in a resting fluid 
 

As the previous case the objective of the third test is to estimate the CPU time and the speed-up factor of parallel 
simulations, in this case considering the interfacial tension effects. 

In this test a bubble of a fluid 1 immersed in a resting fluid 2 raises toward the top of the domain. The geometrical 
and physical properties (Tab. 2) of the problem are such that the Eötvös and Morton numbers are respectively equal to 
104 and 0.1. 
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Table 2. Values of the parameters (rising bubble). 
 

Fluid 1 density (kg/m³) 25 
Fluid 1 dynamic viscosity (Pa s) 1.22E-4 

Fluid 2 density (kg/m³) 1000 
Fluid 2 dynamic viscosity (Pa s) 1.04E-2 

Interfacial tension coefficient (N/m) 1.047E-3 
Time step (s) 5E-5 

Final simulation time (s) 0.09 
Convergence criterium for p (Pa) 1E-3 

Convergence criterium for u and v (m/s) 1E-5 
Convergence criterium for f  1E-5 

Boundary Conditions Impermeable and free-slip walls 
Grid size 256 x 512 volumes 

Number of partitions(2) 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 
(2) : The sub-domains have the same size in each simulation, and the partitions are illustrated in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Partitions of the rising bubble problem. 

 
4. RESULTS 
 

Before carrying out the parallel simulations, all the serial results obtained for the three cases mentioned in the 
previous section were validated with those published in the literature (Muzaferija and Peric, 1998; Anagnostopoulos 
and Bergeles, 1999; Ginzburg and Wittum, 2001). 
 
4.1. Broken Dam with an obstacle 
 

As the aim of this test is to validate the parallel algorithm the results obtained in the simulations employing 2, 3 and 
4 sub-domains were compared to those of the serial simulation in three distinct instants: the first one before the water 
arm reaches the opposite wall (at 0.85 s), during the impact (at 0.92 s) and at the end of the simulation (at 1.25 s). At 
each of these instants the behaviour of the two components of u and of the pressure along a line of constant value of x 
or y, as well as the profiles of f, were compared.  
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The comparison among the serial and the parallel results shows excellent agreement. As can be seen in Fig. 6 for 

t=1.25 s and along a line of constant value of x (1.98 m), the curves of u, v and p obtained in the parallel simulations are 
indistinguishable from the serial ones. 
 

(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6. Curves of (a) pressure, (b) horizontal component, and (c) vertical component of the velocity at 1.25 s and 

x=1.98 m versus y. 
 

The volume fractions field obtained in the serial and in the 4-partitions simulations at this same instant are shown in 
Fig. 7, where the blue color indicates water (f=1). As can be observed there is no difference between them. This 
validates the algorithm conception and the implementing procedures. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 7. Volume fraction field at 1.25 s: (a) serial, and (b) parallel simulation with 4 partitions. 

 
4.2. Broken Dam without an obstacle 

 
In this case the behaviour of the CPU time spent – as well as of the speed-up factor – as the number of employed 

processors increases is assessed.  
The speed-up factor is a parameter usually employed to analyze the performance of parallel simulations. It is 

expressed as 
 

n s nS T T=   (8) 
 

where Ts and Tn denote respectively the CPU time spent by the serial simulation and by a parallel simulation using n 
processors. 

As the number of processors used in the simulations increases, it is expected that the expense of computational time 
decreases. On the other hand the speed-up factor should increase. 

However there is a limit beyond which an increase in the number of partitions will not imply an economy of 
computational time, because the number of volumes in the overlapped regions will also increase and more time will be 
spent by the processors in exchanging data. In the broken dam test this boundary was not achieved as can be concluded 
from the results for the CPU time and speed-up factor shown in Tab. 3. 

 
Table 3. CPU time and speed-up factor (broken dam without an obstacle). 

 
Number of processors CPU time (s) Speed-up factor 

1 65613.26 1 
2 48112.02 1.36 
4 42599.60 1.54 
6 41640.81 1.57 
8 35577.68 1.84 
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According to the values plotted in Tab. 3 it can be concluded that there was no expressive gain in CPU time when 
the calculation was shared by two, four or six processors. But when eight sub-domains were employed the CPU time 
dropped almost to a half of that spent in the serial simulation, resulting in a speed-up factor equal to 1.84. 

As illustrated in Fig. 8 the speed-up factor presents an increasing tendency while the CPU time presents a decreasing 
tendency – both curves show exponential behaviour when only the four first data are considered – as more processors 
are employed. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 8. (a) Speed-up factor and, (b) CPU time for the simulations of the broken dam without an obstacle case. 

 
4.3. Rising bubble in a resting fluid 
 

As in the previous case, in this test the total CPU time and the speed-up factor were estimated. However, in this case 
the effects of interfacial tension are considered, which means that some time will be spent in evaluating the curvature of 
the interface as well as more time will be spent in solving the flow since the force due to interfacial tension is treated 
explicitly. 

Although the presence of the interfacial tension represents an increase in the computational time spent by the master 
processor – as this task is done by only one processor –, its consideration did not represent a significant loss in the 
performance of the parallel simulations. On the contrary: in this case an expressive economy in CPU time was achieved 
as more processors were used, as can be seen in Tab. 4: the numerical simulation performed by 16 processors spent 
approximately 23% of the time consumed by the serial simulation. 
 

Table 4. CPU time and speed-up factor (rising bubble). 
 

Number of processors CPU time (s) Speed-up factor 
1 129055.13 1 
2 115282.75 1.12 
4 70993.52 1.82 
8 39824.31 3.24 

16 30075.52 4.29 
32 29927.86 4.31 

 
As clearly illustrated in Fig. 9 the computational time curve as well the one of the speed-up factor exhibit an 

asymptotical behaviour as the number of processors grows from 16 to 32. As previously mentioned, this behaviour 
indicates that an increase in the number of partitions will not enhance the performance of the simulations in terms of 
computational costs, since the balance between the computational time spent in the solution of the flow and that 
expended in exchanging data – and also the processors’ idle time – was reached. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 9. (a) Speed-up factor and, (b) CPU time for the simulations of the rising bubble case. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

As shown by the results presented in this paper, the parallel algorithm proposed in this work is able to deal with 
complex flows such as the broken dam with an obstacle. It can also be verified that the employment of the proposed 
parallelization technique results in a significant economy of CPU time when more than one processor is used, as 
illustrated in Fig. 9 for the rising bubble test: as the computational domain is divided into 16 sub-domains, the 
simulation is four times faster than the serial one. 

The results presented in this work confirm that the proposed algorithm represents an alternative to expensive serial 
simulations of transient multiphase flows employing the VOF method. 
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